


Safe@work

The non touch docking station
for terminal C60

MADE IN FRANCE

With its infrared sensors and the coherence of its modules, the «Safe@work» terminal

automates actions and centralizes hygiene steps to ensure a
safer and more reassuring working environment for employees.

By personalizing them, you offer your employees more effective solutions
which are long-term and which integrate perfectly into your working environment.

Reference 257.10

Base dimensions
W x H x D cm

41,2 x 163,2 x 5,5 cm
W : 31,5 cm (foot of totem pole) 

W : 37 cm (with terminals)

Opening
Square

23,5 x 23,5 cm

material
Totem :Steel, high density paint
support area marking: Acrylic

Safety 
Distributors and infrared covers

Security Joint anti-propagation virus

Color   Black  -    Grey  

Warranty 2 years.

Gel or Towel Dispensers*

Infrared cover*

Anti-propagation joint
serial

Inner tray attached to totem pole

* optional

Magnetic terminal
for a perfect

tightness



Safe@work

The non touch docking station
for terminal SAKURA

MADE IN FRANCE

With its infrared sensors and the coherence of its modules, the «Safe@work» terminal

automates actions and centralizes hygiene steps to ensure a
safer and more reassuring working environment for employees.

By personalizing them, you offer your employees more effective solutions
which are long-term and which integrate perfectly into your working environment.

Reference 257.10

Base dimensions
W x H x D cm

41,2 x 163,2 x 5,5 cm
W : 31,5 cm (foot of totem pole) 

W : 37 cm (with terminals)

Opening
Square

23,5 x 23,5 cm

material
Totem :Steel, high density paint
support area marking: Acrylic

Safety 
Distributors and infrared covers

Security Joint anti-propagation virus

Color   Black  -    Grey  

Warranty 2 years.

Magnetic terminal
for a perfect

tightness

Gel or Towel Dispensers*

Infrared cover*

Anti-propagation joint
serial

Inner tray attached to totem pole

* optional



Gel

(automatic)

Colors

Colors

Hand towel
(manual)

Infrared cover

SELECTION

dispenser

OPTIONS

Stop 
TOTEM POLE

257.14

300.04 257.11

257.15

  Black  -    White   Black  -    White  -    Metal

  Black  -    White/Grey


